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BE A CURTAIN QUEEN – Curtain Panels 

Creating the Flat or Pleated Header – Lesson Seven 

Measuring 

Spread the panel with attached lining on a flat surface and smooth the layers out evenly.  

Measure from the bottom edge up to your finished length and mark with pins, about every 10 

to 12 inches across the width of the panel.   

You might choose to use the floor or a table.  I measured my panels on a cutting table in 36-inch 

increments, with the final section the required distance to achieve the finished length (19 

inches in this case).  It’s easier to see the layers with lining side facing up. 

Placing pins at every yard helps hold lining and front fabric together well, so I recommend 

placing pins throughout the body of your treatment if using the floor.   

Measure from the finished length pin line to the upper cut edge.  Trim that edge at 8 inches 

from the pin line.  Transfer the pins at the finished length to the front fabric.  Press the panel 

header to the back side of the panel (the lining side) at the finished edge pin line.   

Lift the fold to align the trimmed edge to the pressed line, creating the double 4-inch header 

fold.  We don’t sew a hem there, though, like with the bottom edge. 

Options 

At this point, you can finish the header for pleating or leave it as a simple flat header treatment.  

The simple header can be made with or without buckram.  For the simple header, buckram 

holds the header neatly at your finished edge where you’ll clip rings onto your rod.   I 

recommend buckram because it gives the header stiffness without the fabric “collapsing” 

between rings along the pole.  That’s my personal opinion, though.  You might enjoy the 

collapsed header look!  So, I’ve included instructions for both. 

With Buckram 
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For either the simple flat header or pinch pleats, you may or may not choose to include 

buckram.  If using buckram, open the folds and align the buckram inside the first or second fold.  

(It doesn’t matter which fold.)  Stretch hem tape (fusible webbing) along the center of the 

buckram, and press a fabric fold on top of that side of the buckram.  You want a good bond 

with the fabric and webbing to the buckram. 

Header Without Buckram 

When not using buckram, simply lift the second fold and align hem tape (fusible webbing) 

neatly inside the fold along the width of the panel.  Press to secure the bond.  This holds the 

flap to the panel since no pleating will be there to hold it long-term. 

Final Step 

For either header (with buckram or without), stitch each end of the header with folds securely 

tucked behind the front fabric.  If needed, make a shallow triangle fold to the inside as you did 

with the bottom edge of the side hems.  Hand stitching is preferred, but if you’re using top 

stitching for a casual look, top stitching can be done neatly for a nice detail. 

At this point, if you didn’t choose the simple header option, you’re ready for pleating! 


